This paper focuses on the solution of analysis for a group of Muslim mystical texts. There are a lot of various published Muslim mystical texts including critical editions at the present time. The situation in Islamic studies differs from other oriental studies like Avestan studies, Middle-Persian studies (including Sogdian, Bactrian), Assyriology and Bible studies. On the one hand, there are various edited texts of Muslim theologians, Shi’i and Sufi authors. On the other hand, there are few science publications on the textual criticism of the Islamic studies. The exploration of the topics demonstrates the unity solution in the mystical texts as a special branch of Muslim tradition (essentially Sufi and Shi’i tradition).

This paper deals with one of one famous topic of the mystical tradition. The idiom ‘at a distance of two bow-lengths (qāba qawsayn)’ is regularly referred to in the Muslim literature. It means the close distance at which a man can get closer to God. According to Horovitz’s article „Muhammads Himmelfahrt“, this expression goes back to the practice of Pre–Islamic Arabia. During the swearing act two men put their bows alongside, and swear by name of a deity [Horovitz, 1918–1919]. After the arrival of Islam, it was considered that in this way God makes a covenant with His prophets. Thus their words and actions became entirely the words and deeds of God Himself.

The Qur‘ān 53:1–18 contains the passage of the first Muhammad’s vision. The Prophet was at distance of «two bow-lengths» (qāba qawsayn) (53:9) [Bell, 1934, S. 44–46; Paret, 1957]. The Qur‘ān 53:1–18 contains the passage about the first Muhammad’s vision.

Qur‘ān 53:1–18:
1. By the Star when it goes down,—
2. Your Companion is neither astray nor being misled.
3. Nor does he say (aught) of (his own) Desire.
4. It is no less than inspiration sent down to him:
5. He was taught by one Mighty in Power,
6. Endued with Wisdom: for he appeared (in stately form);
7. While he was in the highest part of the horizon:
8. Then he approached and came closer,
9. And was at a distance of but two bow-lengths or (even) nearer;
10. So did (Allah) convey the inspiration to His Servant — (conveyed) what He (meant) to convey.
11. The (Prophet’s) (mind and) heart in no way falsified that which he saw.
12. Will ye then dispute with him concerning what he saw?
13. For indeed he saw him at a second descent,
14. Near the Lote-tree beyond which none may pass:
15. Near it is the Garden of Abode.
16. Behold, the Lote-tree was shrouded (in mystery unspeakable!)
17. (His) sight never swerved, nor did it go wrong!
18. For truly did he see, of the Signs of his Lord, the Greatest!

(Yusuf Ali Translation).

The Muslim tradition attached great importance to this text. The early tafsírs from al-Ṭabari’s Tafsír commented it in detail:

“Gabriel approached to Muḥammad and came to closer to him... Gabriel was at a distance of two bows from Muḥammad, or he approached to him”.

After this al-Ṭabari cites some different variants of the phrase qāba qawsayn, this is a measure of two bows. The interpreter of the sentence “and he was at a distance of but two bow-lengths” noted the string of the bow too:

“it is said that he was at a distance of two bows, at a length of two bows, at a distance of two bows, and at a length of two bows. All those terms mean the measure of two bows. When it said that “he was at a distance of two bows” it means the string of the bow”.

[Ibid., p. 45].

[...]
“Gabriel... approached to him [Muḥammad] at a distance of one ell or two ells... There is not a bow but a measure of one ell or two ells”.

The main subject of the exegesis of qābā qawsayn is the allusion to six hundred wings of Gabriel in Muhammad’s vision:

 رسول الله رأى جبريل له ست منة جناح... رأى جبريل ست منة جناح في صورته... رآى النبي جبريل عليه السلام له ست منة جناح

[Ibid., p. 46].

“God’s Messenger saw Gabriel with six hundred wings... He saw Gabriel’s form with six hundred wings... God’s Prophet saw Gabriel with six hundred wings”.

Al-Ṭabarī’s Tafsīr is a representative example of traditional exegesis, in particular, of the topic of qābā qawsayn. The interpretation of qābā qawsayn consists in the explanation of this phrase. It is the selection of synonyms for the word qāba (particularly, by consonance) qiba, qady, qadr. The interpreter explains the phrase as the string of bow or the measure of one ell or two ells. Mystical tradition used the image of the string of bow.

But the solution of Mystical tradition differs from the tradition handed by al-Ṭabarī. Sufi masters preferred to comment this topic from the early period. The Qur’ānic expression «two bows-lengths» begun to signify the highest station of approaching to God. This position is so close to God that the “two bow-lengths”. We find the representative case of the exegesis of al-Ḥallāj (d. 309/922). The important part of his Kitāb al-tawasīn is the comments on the Qur’ān. 53:1–18.

2 (Tāsīn al-fahm).8

[al-Ḥallāj, 1913, p. 19–20, 25].
There was a ‘two bows-lengths’, when he reached the desert of the ‘knowledge of reality’, he reported from the outward heart. When he arrived to the True of the reality he left the object of desire and gave himself up to the Bountiful. When he reached the Truth he returned and said: “my blackness has prostrated to You, and my heart has believed in You”. When he reached the limit of the limits he said: “I cannot praise You as You should be praised”. When he reached the True of the reality he said: “You are someone who praises Yourself”. He cleaved the air and gained the object, “heart in no way falsified that which he saw”.

5 (Tāsīn al-nuqṭa). 22–23

[al-Ḥallāj, 1913, p. 34–35].

22. Then he approached [to the God] like the one who approached to the meaning. Then he held back like a weak (ājīz) rather than impotence (ājūz). Then he passed from the station of emendation (tahdīb) to the station of education (ta’dīb) and from the station of education to the station of approaching. He approached searching and came closer running. He approached searching and came closer proclaiming. He approached answering and returned with Divine Nearness. He approached as a witness (ṣahīdan) and returned as an eyewitness (muṣḥīdān) (Arabic version).

---

1 | In the Persian version: «He has informed from his blackness». Two variants with fu’ād and sawād have parallels in Sufi literature. See, for example [al-Makkī, 1351. 2, s], 75.
2 | Or “he was entrusted to the racer (jawād)”, i.e. to Burāq. But the translation of “the Bountiful” also has parallels in the al-Ḥallāj’s texts [Massignon, 1922. 2, p. 842]. Qurān and Sunna inform that Burāq appeared in the Islamic tradition later.
3 | L. Massignon who translated this treatise into French explains such a behaviour of Muḥammad according to the hadīt that was very popular among Sufis. Everything, that appears in the face of the God (when all veils are rejected) burns down [Massignon, 1922, p. 843].
4 | The part of the famous ḥadīt [see, for example, al-Ḥiḍmī, 1407. 2, s, 128].
5 | Ḥadīt was divided into two parts by al-Ḥallāj [Abū ‘Awnā, s.a. 2, s, 170]. The first part as separate ḥadīt occurs fairly often [see, for example, Ibn Kašīr, 1401. 2, s, 162].
6 | Qurān 53:11.
7 | Qurān 53:14.
8 | Qurān 53:17. Al-Sulamī cites a parallel passage in his Taḏsīr on the Qurān 9:128: “Now hath come unto you a Messenger from amongst yourselves” ... Al-Ḥallāj said: “He is more majestic than you for [his] soul and higher than you for [his] energy. He has come to replace two beings with the True. He looks neither at the kingdom, nor at the Lote-Tree. “His eyes did not swerve” from the contemplation of the True, and his heart “nor disobeyed” its position” [Solamī, 1954, p. 372].
9 | The term ḥājīz - ‘holder, hinderer’ is found in the Qurān twice in positive connotation (“who withholds from the evil, evil action”) (Qurān 27:62; 69:47).
10 | This paragraph lacks also is absent in the Persian version. L. Massignon believed that this paragraph develops sense of the phrase “he came nearer” and “came down”. He explained this opposition as two stages which are personified by the distance of two bows
23. He was at a distance of only ‘two bow-lengths’. He shot to ‘where’ (ayna) with the arrow of ‘between’ (bayna). He stated there two bows for specifying the exact place, and because of the un-delineated nature of Essence (‘ayn)\textsuperscript{11}. He was ‘a little closer’ in the Essence of the Essence (‘ayn al-‘ayn) (Arabic version).

25. I do not believe that our expression is comprehensible for the one who has arrived at the second bow and the second bow is beyond the Tablet of Forms (lawḥ mahfūẓ).

26. He has the letters that are differ from the Arabic letters, except the first letter, and this is the mīm.

28. Thus this is the last name.

29. This is also the string of the first bow.

30. It comes from the One who kindles the fire of blindness\textsuperscript{12}.

31. He said, may God be satisfied with him: “the form of speech for the meaning is closeness, but it exceed the meaning owning to the truth of

---

\textsuperscript{11} | L. Massignon translated гавба ‘absence’ as ‘imperceptibility’ (‘imperceptibilité’) [Ibid., p. 860].

\textsuperscript{12} | The meaning of the phrase zāḥid al-‘awra is unclear. L. Massignon suggested that these words refer to the possessor “who produces a spark of daybreak from the flint” (“celui qui bat à son briquet (?) l’étincelle de l’aurore (??)”) [Massignon // al-Ḥallāj, 1913, p. 168].
the Truth but not owning to the way of creation. The closeness is only the circle of gripping (ḍabṭ).

L. Massignon suggested that these words are about the fence that fenced the distance between the 2 bows (“l’enceinte circonscrite par les deux jets d’arc”) [Massignon, 1922, p. 861].

Persian version:
26. The master of the second bow has the letters that are differ from the Arabic and the Persian letters.
27. These are only letters only and that letter is the mīm whose meaning is ‘what he revealed’.
28. The mīm designated ‘the last’. This is the name of the second bow. This is the dominion of Kingdom (mulk-i malakūt).
29. The last name is the first bow’s string. Well then the dominion of the second bow’s string is the Kingdom. This is the string of the first bow. This is the dominion of divine omnipotence (mulk-i fi’l-i jabarūt). The first bow is the dominion of divine omnipotence (mulk-i fi’l-i jabarūt). The second bow is the dominion of kingdom (mulk-i malakūt), and the dominion is the Attributes of the string of the two bows. And the dominion is the special manifestation. It is the arrow of the eternal (qidam). It is the arrow of the two strings.

According to the Persian passage it can make a scheme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Bow</th>
<th>Second Bow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ملك فعل جبروت</td>
<td>ملك ملكوت</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قوس أول</td>
<td>قوس ثاني</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ملك</td>
<td>زه</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>تجلی خاص</td>
<td>سهم قوسین</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the first bow is the dominion of (divine) omnipotence (mulk-i fi’l-i jabarūt);
the second bow is the dominion of Kingdom (mulk-i malakūt);
the bow string is the dominion (mulk);
the arrow of two bows is special manifestation (tajallī-yi xaṣṣ);

Figure I. The examples of pictograms from the Kitāb al-tawāsiyn.
Figure II. The explanations of the qāba qawsayn according to L. Massignon.

The next Sufi reception of the ḥallājīan exegesis of qāba qawsayn was presented in Šarḥ-i šaṭḥiyāt by Ruzbihān Baqlī (d. 606/1209):

قوس ثاني دون لوح است يعني هر به قوس ثاني رسيد در صورت كون ليست
قوس ثاني قرب قرب است ودنو (دنو) اهل دنو دنو بكمات لوح محفوظ به اصلح عموم است سخن نگوييند... آن حرف ميم ما أوحي خواهد... نبيي كي قوس حق تاها... رس آن رمز در ميم ما أوحي يبدا نكرد... هر زم ميهري عليه السلام ب أنه منازر با هيج يبنينگن منتست كي قامق كون بوزي نكشيد وارواج واجسام در سرعت طلب از آن مشارب وآن مناهل هيج ذره نجهق ميقم محمود بود حاوايي آن بحار مرغان

ان كش راست از آن كاهه از صنف اصداف حواصل لوح آنا الحق وسيجاني بيرون اندازند

[Baqli, 1374, ص. 500–501].
“When the Truth wants to bring the worthy to the high essences, to the bow of eternity (azal) and to the bow of infinity (abad) ([these essences] are cleaned from “where” and “between”), He casts away locality and position. Then he caused to approach the approaching of essence to essence. It means that He cast away the bows called eternity and infinity too and two arrows called closeness (dunuvv) and station (maqām)... The second bow is under the Tablet (lawḥ), because everybody who reaches the second bow hasn’t any existence’s form. The second bow is beyond the Tablet. It means that anyone reached the second bow have not the being form. The second bow is high approaching and high closeness. The people of high closeness do not use the words of the Tablet of Forms (the utterance of common people)... This letter āʾīm is called “that he sent down”. You do not see how the True consolidated a secret (sirr)? It is impossible to discover the meaning’s secret of this āʾīm... The lord [Muḥammad] reported these secrets to nobody. He knew that the structure of being (qāmaṭ-i kawn) does not bear this burden. The spirits and bodies do not taste from these bowls and sources a drop when they sweep past. It was a station of praise. The birds of souls visit the edge of this sea and drop occasional the pearls of pearls of “I am the Truth (anā ’l-Haqq)” and of «Glory be to me (subḥānā)».

According to Rūzbihān Baqlī, the structure of qāba qawsayn is of the following form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ازالتروس أول</th>
<th>قوس اول</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ابدقووس ثاني</td>
<td>قوس ثاني</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>دنو ومقامسهم قوسين</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the first bow is eternity (azal);
the second bow is infinity (abad);
two arrows are closeness (dunuvv) and station (maqām).

The text of Baqlī is apology for šāḥiyāt practice as the ecstatic expressions. The mystic, who went into ecstasies and uses šāḥiyāt, shows that his nature was completely dissolved in God. Šāḥiyāt are pronounced on behalf of God. I mean that this counter-evidence of answer for al-Ġazālī’s critics of šāḥiyāt practice13.

Figure III. The explanations of the Baqlī’s qāba qawsayn, according to L. Massignon.

13 | Al-Ġazālī divided šāḥiyāt into two groups. The first group is ecstatic phrases with extravagant character. There are the public cries accompanied by such acts, as tearing of clothes. They are extremely reprehensible. The second group of šāḥiyāt is not pronounced publicly. It is a Jesus practice [al-Ġazālī, 1357. 1, 42–45; Ernst, 1985, p. 14].
Sufi explanation is reflected in the definition of *al-Ta’rifāt* by al-Jurjānī (d. 816/1413). He defined *qāba qawsayn* as highest mystical station to unity with the God (*‘ayn al-jam*). At this station there are a relative duality of subsistence of pure (*mahd*) and annihilation for any image:

Qāb Qoussīn is a station of the nearest to pure sublime bliss. There is no station higher or closer [to God] than this. This is uniqueness of essential unity with God (*‘ayn al-jam* al-*dātiyya*) explained by His word. And there is no [station] closer to pure sublime bliss”.

This definition was very popular among Sufis. Šāh Ni`mat Allah Walī (d. 834/1431) repeated it in his *Iṣṭilāḥat-i ṣufīyya* [Ni`mat Allāh Walī, 1312, ş. 58].

Haydar Amulī (born 719/1319 or 720/1320) adopted the Sufi tradition for Šī’i Ḡan‘aṣariyya. He describes the process of approaching to God using a graphic. The interpretation of *qāba qawsayn* by Haydar Amulī in his *Naṣṣ al-nuṣūṣ* (*Commentary of Fūṣūṣ al-ḥikam* by Ibn ‘Arabi) demonstrates a mixture of Sufi and Shi‘i doctrines amongst the Imāmiyya.
“The direct vision of absolute as it is, when the imaginary line that divided the existence into necessary and potential is eliminated. Every one of them is like a bow of circle. This vision is reaching (of the master of this vision) of “two bow-lengths” state because the “bow” means approaching and its measuring (taqdīr). The act of approaching for the master of this vision is explained by the “two bow-lengths”. There is no approaching higher than the approaching of the station of “he approached” as well as his truth took priority over because if the mentioned line is not annihilated, it was veiled and was far from the Supreme God and from approaching to Him. Now again, the mean and the measuring [of this passage] is follow. Everybody, who have a direct vision of existence as it is in the soul that commanding [to evil], annihilates the imaginary line of the circle. He knew unity, perfection, and the divine reality. He is described by approaches to the “two bow-lengths” because this line forms that circle as two bows. The veil hides the being from its being. Its annihilation is necessary.

It is know that every circle divides by line into two halves. Each of parts is one bow. The direct vision did not divide two bows as two beings. There is only one being in this reality. This line was covered [from eyes]. When our Prophet... reached this stage, the imaginary line was annihilated for him. Then the whole circle became [visible] as before...

I mean that the last point is united with the first point... The form of whole universe, all spheres, bodies and elements is a sphere because the spherical round form is the most perfect figure. It is said that “The most perfect from is the round figure”. If there is a best possible figure it is the round form... This is an image of the circle of the bow of the ascent. According to the speech of the Supreme God: “He was at a distance of two bow-lengths or (even) nearer” because the necessary and potential bows and the imaginary line [was drown] between [them] in the circle of absolute and true existence in all aspects”.

Haydar Amuli used circle graphic too. Two bows are necessity (wujūb) and possibility (imkān). Four little circles correlated with four microcosmic and macrocosmic realms are outside the bows.

One of the most famous interpretation of qāba qawsayn belongs to ‘Abd al-Karīm al-Jīlī (d. about 832/1428). His treatise Qāb qawsayn wa multaqā ’l-nāmūsayn (A Distance of two Bow-lengths and the Meeting Point of the Two Realms) describes the superlative nature of Muḥammad linked to two realms.

Qāb qawsayn is tenth part of al-Jīlī’s more than 40–Volumes work entitled al-Nāmūs al-a’zam wa ‘l-qāmūs al-aqdam fī ma ’rifat qadr al-nabī (The Greatest Realm and the Oldest Ocean in the Cognition of the Stature of Prophet). Only several parts of this treatise have been found and mostly lost. Qāb qawsayn extant as a part of the large work entitled Jawāhir al-bihār fī ḥadā’īl al-nabī al-muḥtār (The Gems of the seas in the Virtues of the Chosen Prophet) (4: 218) by the famous Sufi author Yūsuf al-Nabhānī (d. 1350/1931)14.

Figure IV. Amuli’s qāba qawsayn.

In this treatise al-Jīlī developed the ideas of his earlier work entitled al-Kamālāt al-Ilāhiyya fī ’l-sifāt al-muḥammadiyya (The Divine Perfection in the Muḥammadan Attributes) that was composed under the influence of Ibn ʿArabi’s Futūḥāt whom he often cited in it. The central ideas of Qāb qawsayn were analyzed by V.J. Hoffman. We address readers to her article and hereinafter refer to it [Hoffman, 1999, p. 354–359]. The al-Jīlī’s doctrine of barzaḥ is important for the tradition of Sufi interpretation of qāba qawsayn. Barzaḥ personifies Muḥammad as boundary line between divinity and creation that links both realms. According to al-Kamālāt al-Ilāhiyya, “You [Muḥammad] are a barzaḥ between the sea of divinity and the sea of creation.
and form” [Ibid., p. 355]. Al-Jīlī used the Qur’ānic metaphor of *barzahā* as a barrier between two seas: one sweet, and the other salt and bitter.

“All of Reality may be conceived as a single circle divided in two, between the true, necessary, eternal existence and the created, possible, originated existence. Each half of the circle is a bow’s length. The line dividing them is the string of the bow, used by each bow. The division of this line is “the distance of two bow-lengths” “The Muhammadan station combines the divine perfections and the perfections of creation in form and meaning. He is the barrier between the divine and created realities because he is the reality of all realities. Therefore his station on the Night of his Ascension was above the Throne, and you know the Throne is the upper limit of created things. So all created things were beneath him, and his Lord was above him”” [Ibid., p. 358].

Thus Muhammad who personifies *barzah* between two realms has a place of the arrow of the other Sufi texts. But the metaphor of arrow lacks in al-Jīlī’s treatise. This peculiarity is connected with another line in Sufi exegesis.

The line of “ḥallājian” exegesis has continues later. L. Massignon found this line in the conception of Abū ʿl-Ḥāyr ʿAbd al-Raḥmān al-Suwaydī (d. 1200/1786) in *Kašf al-ḥujub*. In this work al-Suwaydī used “ḥallājian” topic more than another authors. The arrow is a barrier for two bows. The first bow consists of four divine manifestation of divine nature in the world: knowledge (ʿilm), light (nūr) existence (wujūd) and testimony (šuhūd). The second bow is presented as mīm. According to the Persian version of *Kitāb al-ṭāwasīn*, this bow is the dominion of Kingdom. This bow characterizes as divinity uniqueness (aḥadiyya). But this conception dating back to the 17th century goes beyond chronological limits of this paper [Massignon, 1922, 2, planche XXV (p. 852–853)].

---

15 “It is He Who has let free the two bodies of flowing water: One palatable and sweet, and the other salt and bitter” (25:53) (Yusuf Ali translation).
To conclude, the most interesting line in mystical exegesis is connected to the tradition that described qāba qawsayn as circle divided into two halves by the line. The line that divides them is the string (or strings) of the bow or the arrow (arrows) as visible manifestation, used by each bow (al-Ḥallāj, Ruzbihān Baqlī). The seeker after the example of the Prophet must annihilate this division. This idea was developed by Ḥaydar Amuli and al-Jīlī. We find the compendium of this discourse in al-Jurjani’s definition in al-Ta’rifāt.

The example of the exegesis of qāba qawsayn demonstrates the wholeness for mystical discourse in Muslim tradition. These topics can be touchstone for textual analysis of difficult and nontrivial texts, including fragmentary materials.

The important of qāba qawsayn for whole mystical tradition of Islam demonstrates the verses written by Hamza Fanṣūrī (d. after 1693), the eminent Indonesian Sufi master:

Erti ‘qāb qawsayn aw adnā’
Pertemuan dengan Tuhan yang a’lā
Pada ‘Mā kadhaba ’l-fu’ād mā ra’ā’
Tiada lagi lain ‘illā mā yarā’

The meaning of “two bow-length off or nearer”
Is the meeting (of the servant) with the Lord most high
The words “The heart did not falsify what it saw”
Mean, “There was nothing but what it saw”16.
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